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Experimenting with the partnership ability u-index

on a million computer scientists

Guillaume Cabanac

Abstract Schubert introduced the partnership ability u-index relying on a researcher’s

number of co-authors and collaboration rate. As a Hirsch-type index, u was expected to be

consistent with Schubert–Glänzel’s model of h-index. Schubert demonstrated this rela-

tionship with the 34 awardees of the Hevesy medal in the field of nuclear and radio-

chemistry (r2 = 0.8484). In this paper, we upscale this study by testing the u-index on a

million researchers in computer science. We found that the Schubert–Glänzel’s model

correlates with the million empirical u values (r2 = 0.8695). In addition, machine learning

through symbolic regression produces models whose accuracy does not exceed a 6.1 %

gain (r2 = 0.9227). These results suggest that the Schubert–Glänzel’s model of u-index is

accurate and robust on the domain-wide bibliographic dataset of computer science.

Keywords Partnership ability index � Co-authorship � Empirical validation �
Symbolic regression

Introduction

The literature of scientometrics features a wealth of indicators devoted to the measurement

of individual performance (Bar-Ilan 2008). As a prominent author-based indicator, the h-

index intends to measure the impact of an author’s research according to his/her number of

publications and citation rate (Hirsch 2005). Many variants have subsequently stemmed

from the h-index (Alonso et al. 2009; Schreiber et al 2012). This article deals with one of

these Hirsch-type indexes: the partnership ability u-index devised by Schubert (2012a)

with the principles of the h-index in mind. Rousseau (2012) also stressed its relation to the

h-degree of nodes in weighted networks introduced in (Zhao et al 2011). The u-index

accounts for a researcher’s number of co-authors and collaboration rate. As Schubert

(2012a, p. 304) put it:
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An author is said to have a co-author partnership ability u, if with u of his/her n co-

authors [he/she] had at least u joint papers each, and with the other (n-u) co-authors

[he/she] had no more than u joint papers each.

Schubert (2012a, b) also stressed the analogy between the basic properties of the u-

index and those of its prototype, Hirsch’s (2005) h-index:

• u = 0 if and only if the author had only single-authored papers.

• u = 1 in one of the following cases:

(a) If the author had an arbitrary number of double-authored papers with the very

same co-author each.

(b) If the author had an arbitrary number of co-authored papers with no co-authors

occurring more than once.

(c) If the author had an arbitrary number of double-authored papers with the very

same co-author each AND an arbitrary number of co-authored papers with no co-

authors occurring more than once (Rousseau 2012).

• u[ 1 in all other cases.

Let us illustrate the u-index with the case of Albert Einstein, who is credited with 272

journal articles. Only 44 of these (i.e., 16 %) were co-authored with colleagues. Table 1

shows his 24 co-authors with the number of joint papers per co-author. As represented by

the dashed line Einstein has u = 3, since with three of his co-authors he had at least three

joint papers each, and with the other 21 co-authors he had no more than three joint papers

each. Notice that Schubert (2012a, b) considers u as a ‘‘natural’’ delimitation of closest co-

authors, with the top section of the co-authors list (where rank B u) named the ‘‘u-core’’

of co-authors.

As a Hirsch-type index, u was expected to be consistent with Glänzel’s (2006) model of

h-index, which had been further investigated in (Schubert and Glänzel 2007). Schubert

(2012a) transposed Glänzel’s (2006) model to the case of the partnership u-index. The

Table 1 Co-authors of A. Einstein, with their number of co-authored journal papers and partnership rank

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_scientific_publications_by_Albert_Einstein



resulting uSG
* function (Eq. 1) is deemed to approximate the u value of an author, based on

three parameters: c is a positive constant of order one, a is the total number of co-authors,

and z is the mean number of occurrence of the co-authors.

u
�
SG ¼ c � a1

3 � z23 ð1Þ
Regarding Einstein’s collaborations shown in Table 1, one finds a = 24 distinct co-

authors and z = 1.9583 co-authored papers per collaborator on average. Consequently, the

u-index of Einstein is evaluated by (Eq. 1) as u�
SG ¼ 1 � 241

3 � 1:95832
3 � 4:51: In the case of

Einstein, the approximation uSG
*

= 4.51 overestimates the empirical value of u = 3.

According to the model, Einstein was expected to have a greater partnership ability than he

actually had.

In order to check the accuracy of the uSG
* model, Schubert (2012a) correlated the u and

uSG
* values computed for the 34 awardees of the Hevesy medal (1975–2011) in the field of

nuclear and radiochemistry. He reported that uSG
* is consistent with u on this dataset

(r2 = 0.8484), while stressing the need to confirm these results with larger bibliographic

datasets from various fields and subfields of science. A subsequent study of partnership

ability among 58 jazz performers (Schubert 2012b) also showed a strong support for the

validity of the uSG
* model (r2 = 0.8845).

Further to Schubert’s (2012a) work, we tackle the following question in the present

article: Is the uSG
* model still accurate for (1) a much larger sample of researchers char-

acterized by (2) a larger range of expertise and (3) who were drawn from a whole field of

science?

The article is organized as follows. We first introduce a publicly available dataset that

records the bibliographies of more than one million computer scientists. Second, we

correlate u and uSG
* to evaluate the accuracy of uSG

* . Finally, we use symbolic regression

to revise the parameters of uSG
* by learning from the considered dataset.

Data: bibliographical records of a million computer scientists

The Data bibliography and library project (DBLP) collects metadata about the scholarly

publications in computer science (Ley 2002), starting from 1936. These are freely released

as an XML file1 of 1 GB in size. At the time we started the present study (12 March 2012),

the DBLP was indexing 1,919,594 documents authored by 1,095,174 researchers. Several

types of documents are recorded, such as books, PhD dissertations, journal articles, con-

ference proceedings, and conference papers. The interested reader is referred to (Cabanac

2011) for a UML model of the metadata recorded by the DBLP.

For the present study, we focused on the two categories of referred papers that are

acknowledged in computer science: papers published in journals or in the proceedings of

workshops and conferences (Chen and Konstan 2010; Freyne et al 2010). These represent

1,833,417 papers authored by 1,072,213 researchers, who have a large range of expertise—

from beginners to appraised experts in the field. Notice that the output of researchers in the

DBLP fits Lotka’s (1926) law, as previously shown in (Elmacioglu and Lee 2005). In the

remainder of the paper, we refer to this dataset as DBLP_2012.

Among the computer scientists recorded in the DBLP, Cabanac (2012) identified those

2,849 researchers who serve as gatekeepers for the 77 core journals in Information Sys-

tems, which is a subfield of computer science. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to

this dataset as EB_IS_2009.

1 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml



Assessing the accuracy of Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model of the u-index

The values of the empirical (u) and theoretical (uSG
* ) partnership ability indexwere computed

for the 1,072,213 researchers (see Appendix). Then, we correlated the u and uSG
* variables.

The coefficient of determination r2 [ [0, 1] was used to measure the accuracy (r2? 1) of

Schubert–Glänzel’s model with respect to empirical data. In this section, we report the results

obtained with the two aforementioned datasets: EB_IS_2009 and DBLP_2012.

Testing Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model with a sample of 2,849 gatekeepers

Schubert (2012a) showed that uSG
* leads to a good approximation (r2 = 0.8484) of u for

the 34 awardees of the Hevesy medal. We upscaled this experiment with the 2,849 gate-

keepers of the EB_IS_2009 dataset. These are acknowledged researchers, thus with quite

similar profiles to those of the Hevesy medal awardees.

The linear regression between the two variables is shown in Fig. 1. The coefficient of

determination r2 = 0.9211 shows a very strong relation between the two variables. This is

a confirmation of Schubert’s (2012a) results: uSG
* produces a good approximation of u for

leading researchers. The accuracy of the approximation is even 8.6 % better on the

EB_IS_2009 dataset compared to the Hevesy dataset.

Testing Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model with a million computer scientists

In this section we measure the accuracy of the uSG
* model applied to DBLP_2012, as a

more diverse and 376-fold larger sample of researchers than EB_IS_ 2009. Figure 2

shows the linear regression between uSG
* and u on the DBLP_2012 dataset of 1,072,213

computer scientists. The r2 = 0.8695 value is 2.5 % higher than the r2 value reported in
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Fig. 1 Linear fit between the theoretical (uSG
* ) and empirical (u) values of the partnership ability index for

the 2,849 gatekeepers of the EB_IS_2009 dataset. Points are colored according to their density: light points

show fewer observations than dark points, which show a larger number of observations



(Schubert 2012a). This result suggests that uSG
* is a good approximation of u for leading

researchers and less prominent, mainstream researchers alike.

Revising the parameters of Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model through machine learning

Given the two datasets, we intended to check whether we could revise the parameters of

uSG
* to increase its accuracy. We relied on symbolic regression (Koza 1992), as a machine

learning approach used to discover models (i.e., formulas) from input data. This approach

is inspired by biological evolution. Several random formulas involving operands (e.g., a

and z) and operators (e.g., multiplication, square root) are first generated. Then, the best

solutions according to a fitness function (e.g., r2) are selected. Finally, a new generation of

formulas are generated by combining the former ones. This process is repeated until a user-

defined fitness threshold is reached.

We used symbolic regression to optimize the parameters of (Eq. 1) with respect to the

coefficient of determination r2. In this section, we report the results of the Eureqa2 software

that implements symbolic regression (Schmidt and Lipson 2009). The parameters of uG
*

(Eq. 2) were learned on the EB_IS_2009 dataset, while the parameters of uD
* (Eq. 3) were

learned on the DBLP_2012 dataset.

u
�
G ¼ 0:5248 � a0:3982 � z0:7743 ð2Þ

u
�
D ¼ 0:6546 � a0:3422 � z0:7455 ð3Þ

We tested these two models on the three available datasets. Our experiments are

summarized in Table 2, where the reference results of uSG
* (Eq. 1) are also recalled.

Overall, uSG
* and the two generated functions uG

* and uD
* yield similar results in accuracy.
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Fig. 2 Linear fit between the theoretical (uSG
* ) and empirical (u) values of the partnership ability index for

the 1,072,213 authors of the DBLP_2012 dataset. Points are colored according to their density: light points

show fewer observations than dark points, which show a larger number of observations

2 http://creativemachines.cornell.edu/eureqa



This suggests that machine learning based on symbolic regression failed to find a better

model than the Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model.

In a second experiment, we used symbolic regression to learn the exponents of a and b

in uSG
* (Eq. 1), thus letting c = 1. The uC

* model learned (Eq. 4) has r2 = 0.8405 on the

DBLP_2012 dataset, which is lower than for uSG
* (r2 = 0.8695). This suggests that the

Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* is more accurate than the two-exponent model discovered through

symbolic regression.

u
�
C ¼ a0:2276 � z0:6690 ð4Þ

Finally, we wondered whether another ‘‘embarrassingly simple relation’’—dixit Schu-

bert (2012a, p. 304)—than uSG
* could be found between an author’s partnership ability and

his/her number of co-authors (a) plus citation rate (z). Among the several hundred models

that symbolic regression learned, we selected four solutions and discuss their complexity

and accuracy on DBLP_2012 with respect to the reference accuracy of uSG
* (r2 = 0.8695).

Theu�
SR1

model (Eq. 5) is the simplest one regarding its complexity (i.e., type and number

of operators). With r2 = 0.8461, it is however 2.7 % less accurate than the reference accu-

racy. Refinements of this model through genetic algorithms led to a second model: u�
SR2

(Eq.

6) achieves r2 = 0.9100,which is 4.7 %better than the reference accuracy. Notice that such a

gain in accuracy implied a much more complex formula. This is also the case of the u
�
SR3

model (Eq. 7) achieving a better r2 = 0.9136, which is 5.1 % better than the reference.

Likewise, theu�
SR4

model (Eq. 8) yields r2 = 0.9227,which is 6.1 %better than the reference.

u
�
SR1

¼ min a
1
2
; z2

� �

ð5Þ

u
�
SR2

¼ min a � bzcð Þ0:359; ztanhðzÞ
� �lnðaÞ

� �

ð6Þ

u
�
SR3

¼ min min a; zð Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

bac0:415
q

;min ða � zÞ0:357; za0:415
� �

� �

ð7Þ

u
�
SR4

¼ min a; 0:9455þ a � z � atan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2:032 � a
p

aþ a � z

� �

ÿ a � atan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1:851 � a
p

aþ a � z

!!

: ð8Þ

These machine learning experiments show that models learned through symbolic

regression outperform the reference Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* by a 6.1 % margin only. This

gain comes with an extra cost in terms of formula complexity and lack of mathematical

grounding. Indeed, although uSG
* is related to Paretian distributions (Glänzel 2006), the

u
�
SRi

variants only result from natural selection applied to random formulas. These points

suggest that the Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model is accurate and robust on the domain-wide

bibliographic dataset of computer science.

Table 2 Accuracy of the approximation (r2) of the u-index by uSG
* , uG

* and uD
* with respect to three

datasets

Dataset Models for u*

uSG
* (Eq. 1) uG

* (Eq. 2) uD
* (Eq. 3)

Reference Learned on EB_IS_2009 Learned on DBLP_2012

Hevesy awardees (Schubert 2012a) 0.8484 0.8284 (-2.4 %) 0.8340 (-1.7 %)

EB_IS_2009 (Cabanac 2012) 0.9211 0.9392 (?2.0 %) 0.9283 (?0.8 %)

DBLP_2012 0.8695 0.8472 (-2.6 %) 0.8699 (?0.0 %)



Conclusion

Schubert (2012a) introduced the Hirsch-type u-index to assess the partnership ability of

authors. On a sample of 34 leading researchers awarded with the Hevesy medal, he also

showed the consistency (r2 = 0.8484) of the Schubert–Glänzel’s uSG
* model of h-index

with the empirical values of u. Similar conclusions (r2 = 0.8845) were reported in a study

about 58 jazz performers (Schubert 2012b).

This article upscaled Schubert’s (2012a) experiments with a dataset of a million

computer scientists. Our results suggests that uSG
* is also consistent (r2 = 0.8695) with u

on this larger bibliographic dataset of varied researcher profiles. Moreover, symbolic

regression run on this million-author dataset discovered models with a gain in accuracy of

6.1 % at most (r2 = 0.9227). Unlike uSG
* , these models do not rely on mathematical

foundations though. Consequently, the Schubert–Glänzel’s model uSG
* of the partnership

ability u-index appears to be superior regarding both its mathematical grounding and

accuracy.

Appendix: SQL code developed to compute u and uSG
*

We processed the bibliographic records using SQL (structured query language) with the

Oracle relational database management system. The reader interested in data processing

with SQL applied to scientometrics is referred to (Wolfram 2006; Mallig 2010).

Listing 1 Oracle SQL code used to compute u and uSG
*



In Listing 1, we first create the authorship table to store the author-paper pairs.

Then, the collaborations view computes the list of co-authors of each author, with

the number of joint papers and associated partnership rank, as in Table 1. Finally, the phi

view computes the u and uSG
* values for each author, including those who never collab-

orated (hence u = 0 and uSG
*

= 0).

In Listing 2 demonstrates the computation of u and uSG
* for Albert Einstein according to

his collaborations listed in Table 1. First, author-paper pairs are inserted in the

authorship table. Then, a select statement retrieves data from the phi view.
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